
Ode on A Grecian Urn: Analysis and Activities 
 
 

1. a) Study the verse printed below. Identify the rhyme scheme of the poem. Can 

you suggest why Keats arranged the rhymes in this pattern? 

b) Using the same verse, identify the prevailing meter (rhythm) of the poem. 

What effects does the meter suggest to you? Can you find any rhythmical 

disturbances? What effects might these create? 

 

Thou	still/	unra/	vish'd	bride/	of	qui/etness,/	 	 A	

Thou	foster-child	of	silence	and	slow	time,	 	 B	

Sylvan	historian,	who	canst	thus	express	

A	flowery	tale	more	sweetly	than	our	rhyme:	

What	leaf-fring'd	legend	haunts	about	thy	shape	

Of	deities	or	mortals,	or	of	both,	

In	Tempe	or	the	dales	of	Arcady?	

What	men	or	gods	are	these?	What	maidens	loth?	

What	mad	pursuit?	What	struggle	to	escape?	

What	pipes	and	timbrels?	What	wild	ecstasy?	

	

	



2. Apostrophe is a literary term meaning “an address to a dead or absent person, or 

personification as if he or she were present.” Apostrophe abounds in Ode to a Grecian 

Urn. The very first word is a direct address to the urn: ‘thou.’ Collect three different ways 

by which Keats addresses the urn. For each one, provide your thoughts and analysis:  

 
 
Apostrophe Example Comment 

 

‘still unravish’d bride of 

quietness’ 

 

Keats describes the urn as a ‘bride of quietness’, as if she is married to silence. 

This apostrophe suggests that the urn is like a person with secrets to divulge, but 

is unwilling to reveal those secrets. The phrase ‘still unravish’d’ connotes the act 

of sexual consummation after a wedding, and tells us that this has not yet taken 

place. The language is strong and sexual, as if Keats wants to ‘penetrate’ the urn 

and discover the secrets hidden inside. Later in the poem, he associates coarse 

emotions such as ‘burning’ passion with the human world. The urn is not subject 

to such passions as she lives outside the human world, and outside of time itself. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Repetition is a poet’s way of drawing your attention to key themes and concerns. 

Which significant words or phrases are repeated in Ode to a Grecian Urn? What 

themes or ideas do these repetitions help signal for you? 

Repetition  Themes and Concerns 

 

‘What…’ 

 

In the first stanza, Keats repeats the question word ‘what’, which establishes his curiosity 

about and, especially, the images depicted on, the urn. He repeats ‘what…’ seven times in 

the first stanza. Noticeably, the first six repetitions fall on an unstressed beat. However, the 

final repetition (‘what mad ecstasy’) falls on a stressed beat, emphasising his curiosity and 

even suggesting an increasing desperation – bordering on need – to discover the urn’s 

secrets. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Read the following analysis. Can you fill the missing phrases from the list below? 

In the first stanza, the speaker stands before 1)an and addresses it. He is preoccupied 

with its depiction of pictures frozen in time. He addresses the urn directly, calling it the 

2) “still” the “foster-child of silence and slow time.” He also describes the urn as a 

“historian” that can tell a story. He wonders about 3)thand asks what legend they depict 

and from where they come. He looks at a picture that seems to depict a group of men 

pursuing a group of women and wonders what their story could be. He asks a series of 

questions that suggest 4)hiswith the figures and images on the side of the urn. 



In the second stanza, the speaker looks at another picture on the urn, this time of 5)a 

lying with his lover beneath a glade of trees. The speaker says that the piper’s 

“unheard” melodies are sweeter than mortal melodies because they 6) a. He tells the 

youth that, though he can never kiss his lover because he is frozen in time, he should 

not grieve, because 7) h. In the third stanza, he looks at the trees surrounding the lovers 

and feels happy that they will never shed their leaves. He is happy for the piper because 

his songs will be “for ever new,” and happy that the love of the boy and the girl will last 

forever, 8) uwhich lapses into “breathing human passion” and eventually vanishes, 

leaving behind only a “burning forehead, and a parching tongue.” 

In the fourth stanza, the speaker examines another picture on the urn, this one of a 

group of villagers leading a cow to be sacrificed. He wonders where they are going and 

from where they have come. 9) H, empty of all its citizens, and tells it that its streets will 

“for evermore” be silent, for those who have left it will never return. In the final stanza, 

the speaker again addresses the urn itself, saying that it, like Eternity, 10) “dot.” He 

thinks that when his generation is long dead, the urn will remain, telling future 

generations its enigmatic lesson: “Beauty is truth, truth beauty.” The speaker’s last line 

implies that the captivating and beautiful pictures on the urn are capable of transmitting 

‘truth’, despite the fact that they are a work of art.  

 

The Grecian urn, passed down through countless centuries to the time of the speaker’s 

viewing, exists outside of time in the human sense – 11) it and indeed it is alien to all 

such concepts. In the speaker’s meditation, this creates an intriguing paradox for the 

human figures carved into the side of the urn: they are free from time, but 12) h. They 

do not have to confront aging and death (their love is “for ever young”), but neither can 

they have experience (the youth can never kiss the maiden; the figures in the 

procession can never return to their homes). 

The speaker attempts several times to engage with scenes carved into the urn; each 

time he asks different questions of it. Of course, 13) ththe whos, whats, whens, and 

wheres of the stories it depicts, and the speaker is forced to abandon this line of 

questioning. Instead, he immerses himself in the images and stories that the urn 

conjures. He tries to imagine what the experience of the figures on the urn must be like; 



14) h. He is tempted by their escape from temporality and attracted to the eternal 

newness of the piper’s unheard song and the eternally unchanging beauty of his lover. 

He thinks that their love is “far above” all transient human passion, which inevitably 

leads to a wearied physicality, a sorrowful heart, a “burning forehead,” and a “parching 

tongue.”  

In the final stanza, the speaker presents the conclusions drawn from his three attempts 

to engage with the urn. He decides the urn is a separate and self-contained world, one 

that is appealing to him but that, as a prisoner of time himself, he has no way of 

accessing. The urn can be a “friend to man,” as the speaker says, but it is not mortal 

itself. In the final two lines, the speaker imagines the urn speaking the enigmatic phrase 

“Beauty is truth, truth beauty, that is all / Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.” 

This line is written as if the urn is speaking back at Keats, and it places him firmly in the 

‘earthly’ or temporal world: ‘ye… on earth’. The line suggests the limits of human 

understanding. One can appreciate the beauty of the urn, and see that there is ‘truth’ in 

the stories and images engraved on the side. But the particulars of those images are a 

secret that human perception will never be able to unlock. 

 

a. still it does not age, it does not die 

b. unravish’d bride of quietness 

c. his deep fascination and curiosity 

d. he imagines their little town 

e. he tries to identify with them 

f. are unaffected by time 

g. the urn can never tell him 

h. the figures on the side of the urn 

i. doth tease us out of thought 

j. unlike mortal love 

k. they are simultaneously frozen in 

time 

l. An ancient Grecian Urn 

m. a young man playing a pipe 

n. her beauty will never fade 

 


